
Every great success story starts with a vision. You'll put your best foot forward with your launch if you

first define your passion, your brand and your goals. 

You're here because something about AsherKate made your heart wiggle a

bit. What was it? Living out your passion through your role as a Stylist is the

core of your reason for being here. It's not only your compass in this journey,

it's also the thing that will reveal your authenticity to your network.

Your passion fuels your excitement, your determination and your success.

Maybe you love fashion? or maybe AsherKate is simply a means to fulfill

something else you're passionate about? Your passion isn't your goal or your

why, its just. for. you. It's the thing that moves your soul. 

YOUR PASSION
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A personal goal is your vision of what success looks like to you. It is also

more than just financial. When you think about reaching your personal goals

how do do you see yourself at the finish line? Are you confident, not

stressed, more secure, outgoing, happier? What do you want for yourself or

your family that you don't have today? What inspires you to succeed?

When you are clear on where you are headed, your path is easier to take.

By understanding your goals you can better share them with others who will

want to support you and your new business. 

YOUR GOALS
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What are you most passionate about with your new business?

What personal goals do you want to accomplish as a Stylist?
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Every AsherKate Stylist has a unique way of running their business and putting

themselves out into the world. Your brand is a testament to how you're using

your business to pursue your passion, reach your goals and define your journey.

It is how others will identify and understand who you are, what you offer and

why you do it. How do you want others to see you and your business?

Developing your brand takes time and it evolves greatly as you go, but to start

you'll need to break down how you want others to see you and your business -

ideally, in a way that shines a light on what you have to offer. 

YOUR BRAND
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I want others to see me as: I want others to see my business as:

Now that you've set a great foundation for your business vision, let's put it together to

create your very own mission statement.  Not only will this set the tone for your business,

it's also one of the most important things you'll want to say to your friends when you tell

them about your new adventure. 

WAY TO GO!

I want customers to know they can count on me to provide:

I became an AsherKate Stylist because I'm passionate about                                                     .

I have a personal goal to 

and I'm going to reach it by providing

in a way that is                                                                                                                             .
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